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1. EF21-P + DIANA provides new state-of-the-art convergence rate for distributed

optimization in the strongly convex and general convex regimes.

2. EF21-P + DIANA is the first method supporting bidirectional compression whose server-to-

workers and workers-to-server communication complexity is no worse (can be much better!)

than that of vanilla GD in the strongly convex and general convex regimes:

3. In the nonconvex regime, EF21-P + DCGD provides the new state-of-the-art convergence

rate in the low accuracy regimes ( is small or the # of workers is large). We provide

examples of optimization problems where EF21-P + DCGD achieves new state-of-the-art

convergence rate even in the high accuracy regime.

We are solving the distributed optimization problem:

# devices / 

machines

# model parametes / 

features
The functions      can be arbitrarily hetrogeneous/different

Communication is the bottleneck in both directions!

Recap: Convergence of GD

Recap: Communication Complexity of GD:

# of coordinates # of GD iterations

GD returns an    -solution (i.e.,        ) after 

       iterations.

DIANA (idea from [1])

EF21-P (new idea)

Communication Complexity of EF21-P + DIANA

# of coordinates # of EF21-P + DIANA iterations

where      and      are compression parameters.

The relationship between and       in EF21-P + DIANA is linear!

For method comparison, we use the notation

Example: RandK

Example: TopK

Random entry

Largest entry 

(in magnitude)

Unbiased compressor

Biased compressor
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